Accessibility declaration gdyniadesigndays.eu
PPNT Gdynia | Centrum Designu undertakes to ensure the availability of its website in accordance with
the provisions of the Act of April 4, 2019 on digital accessibility of websites and mobile applications of
public entities. The declaration on accessibility applies to the website Gdynia.


Website publication date: 04/07/2021



Date of the last major update: July 4, 2021

Status in terms of compliance with the law
The website is partially compliant with the Digital Accessibility Act of Public Entity's Websites and
Mobile Applications due to incompatibilities or exemptions listed below.
Content not available
The Gdynia website is in the process of rebuilding and introducing modifications related to the website
availability audit according to the WCAG 2.1 standard to the A and AA compliance level. Due to ongoing
work, the following areas and functions of the website may be partially or completely unavailable:


Information and relationships (The semantics of the HTML5 code needs to be corrected. Lack
of appropriate markings in the form field and the search form)



Goal specification (No regional breakdown)



Minimal contrast (Text containing background video and background does not have adequate
contrast)



Contrast not text (FOCUS does not have adequate contrast)



Text spacing (Some content will cease to be visible at 1.5 times the font size for paragraph
spacing)



Keyboard (Unable to expand the menu using only the keyboard)



Bypass blocks (No so-called skip to main content)



Links in context (Example: Icons referring to social media. They do not contain any textual
content or markup that indicates their purpose)



Visible sharpness (Very low contrast for focus)



On input (e.g. a menu button does not inform the user of its operation in any way)



Labels or instructions (Placeholder in the search engine is not a sufficient element describing
the operation of the field)



Parsing (The page has some minor bugs in the code)

We will make every effort to complete the post-audit work related to increasing the availability of the
website by 31/12/2021.
Preparation of an accessibility declaration



The declaration was drawn up on: June 1, 2021



The declaration was last revised and updated on: 01/06/2021

The declaration was made during an audit prepared by an external entity, Imaggo.
Feedback and contact details
In case of problems with the availability of the website, please contact us. The contact person is Natalia
Kawczyńska n.kawczynska@gmail.com (PPNT Gdynia | Design Center). You can also contact the phone
number +48 58 88 08 233. The same way you can submit requests for disclosure of unavailable
information and complaints about the lack of availability.
Everyone has the right to request that the digital accessibility of the website, mobile application or any
of their elements be ensured. You can also request information to be made available using an
alternative access method, for example by reading a digitally inaccessible document, describing the
content of the video without audio description, etc. The request should contain the details of the
person submitting the request, indicate which website or mobile application is meant and the method
of contact. If the requesting person reports the need to receive information by means of an alternative
method of access, he should also specify a convenient way for him to present this information. The
public entity should execute the request immediately, not later than within 7 days from the date of
the request. If it is not possible to meet this deadline, the public entity shall immediately inform the
person making the request about it when it will be possible to fulfill the request, and this deadline may
not be longer than 2 months from the date of submitting the request. If digital accessibility is not
possible, the public entity may propose an alternative way of accessing the information. In the event
that the public entity refuses to comply with the request to provide accessibility or an alternative
method of access to information, the person submitting the request may submit a complaint regarding
the provision of digital accessibility of the website, mobile application or website element or mobile
application. After exhausting the above-mentioned procedure, you can also submit an application to
the Ombudsman.

